
   Preventative Maintenance
The equipment and maintaining it, is one of any landfill’s largest expense

1. Benefits
A. Less down time

Down time very expensive: The equipment cost more down than when working, it is your 
main equipment for the particular job. Productive is less because backup equipment most 
of the time is not as efficient as the primary equipment. Many times the backup equipment 
will have dead batteries due to the fact that it has not been in service for a period of time. 
Often backup machines are not serviced as needed, and there could be other issues that 
the last operator didn’t report and all has to be done while the backup is put into service 
and the trash keeps coming in.

B. Employee moral
Employees are frustrated because they are behind, they feel like they are operating junk 
equipment and will not work to do a sufficient job. Generally equipment operators take pride 
in the equipment they operate especially when it runs and looks good and they have to use 
backups they are not happy and the results is lower productive and managements hears lot 
more  complaints.

C.  Cost effective  {Saves money}
Items discussed it  in our A & B section all will result in cost savings which equals less 
funds required in the budget for repair and that always pleases upper management. 

2. Key personnel
A. Management:

Management has to understand the importance of Preventative Maintenance.
All equipment manufacturers have printed Preventative Maintenance recommendations 
and are happy to share them.  These recommendations are not just to sale more products 
but to increase equipment life and less down time, this is the main goal of preventative 
maintenance programs. Most new equipment is computer equip and will notified the 
designated personnel when service is due. If you don’t have a maintenance software, I 
suggest you purchase one, that way at any time you can pull a certain piece of equipment 
and see what you have spent. The system should show parts with numbers, their cost, 
number of man hours spent on the repair and their hourly rate.{when figuring hourly rate 
not only use the pay rate but add in benefits, this gives you a true cost.} Be sure you use  
an additive in your fuel to prevent bacteria, fungus and jelling in the winter. 
Lubricants and filters are not expensive when you compare the price of an oil to the price 
an engine.  $500.00 to $50,000.00 or more.
Management should be well versed in what the Maintenance Foreman and the Equipment 
Operator’s duties in maintaining the equipment  

B. Maintenance Foreman
Maintenance Forman: needs to have the same knowledge as Management and needs to 
have a check off sheet for operators to turn in weekly if not daily and a “Break Down Sheet” 
for when the equipment needs repair.
1. The Maintenance Forman should schedule routine maintenance as recommended by 

the equipment manufacture. Remember you are not saving money by moving out 



service times out to your opinion or convenience. This is very important especially with 
the newer equipment that use DEF, the engines operate at a higher temperature that 
the older ones and heat will break down oil.  

2. If you are repairing a machine that is broke down, “DON’T TAKE SHORT CUTS”, 
shortcuts normally will bite and you will spend more time and money than if you had 
fixed the problem correctly with the correct parts. There is an old saying “A job worth 
doing, is worth doing it right the first time, then you don’t have to do the job a second 
time” {examples, gears, bearings seals,  filters gaskets} 

C. Operator 
   Operator daily check list.

1. Before getting in the equipment walk around the equipment to observe any issues 
that may be visible including looking under the equipment for leaks of fluids on the 
ground, if it is a track equipment look at the undercarriage, checking for excessive ware 
on sprockets, chain, rollers and idlers if any issues found, fill out a break down sheet 
and turn in to Maintenance Foreman immediately.
2. Open the engine compartment, look for leaks, worn hoses and wires.
2.  Check the engine oil and all hydraulic oils and add if necessary. 
3. Check the coolant, add if necessary.
4. Check the fan and the fan belt for wear and loose play
5. Check your windshield for dirt and cracks
6. Start the engine, let the engine warm up. 0 to 50 degrees 3 to 5 minutes, above 50 
degrees1 to 2 minutes. While the engine warms put the machine in reverse to check the 
backup alarm and camera if equipped without moving the machine. After warm up work 
the hydraulics before moving. It is very hard on a machine to crank, open it full throttle 
and take off especially in cold weather.
7. Check you air filters daily, if dusty check twice a day or more if needed. Dirt will 
destroy an engine.
8. Turn down the music and listen to your machine during the day, if you hear a noise 
that is unusual, report it immediately.
All these checks can be performed with a maximum of 10 to 15 minutes
END OF DAY
1. Clean tracks off dirt and debris, very important in cold weather, if dirt freezes you 

can break a roller shaft or cause the roller to slide rather than roll causing a flat spot 
on the roller and premature failure.

2. Fuel the equipment end of the day, NEVER, always leave the machine full. If you are 
called in the middle of the night for a landfill fire, the last thing that you want is to run 
out of fuel while putting dirt on the fire or have to take time to refuel

3. Do not park equipment closer than a minimum of 50 feet from other equipment or 
fuel truck, 75 feet is preferred. Parking equipment close is a disaster if you have a 
equipment fire, then you lose all equipment instead of 1 piece  

4. Keep your machine clean as possible inside and out.

Over a period of time these simple checks daily will save your landfill thousands of dollars 


